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Summary

Using a technique developed to track pathogens in sewage, Dr. Sunny Jiang of the University of California at Irvine has shown that human viruses, not just fecal bacteria, are contaminating a significant percentage of river mouths in Southern California.

Her test does not tell whether the viruses are virulent, but their presence does indicate that human waste is making its way into urban waterways. Because of the health risks associated with human waste, some groups are beginning to test creeks and drainage culverts for signs of human viral contamination.

Coastal pollution is nothing new to Southern California. Many coastal waterways in Southern California fail to meet water-quality standards set by the federal Clean Water Act, and California has more beach closures than any other state. However, none of these standards are based on viral contamination. Dr. Jiang’s work draws attention to the limitations of current water-testing standards.

The Project

In her study, Dr. Jiang analyzed water samples collected at 12 major river mouths in San Diego, Orange and Los Angeles counties for the presence of the human adenovirus—a cousin of the hepatitis A virus found in the human intestinal track.

The adenovirus, one of dozens of pathogenic viruses found in human feces, was tracked because of its unusual genetic signature. Unlike many human viruses, which contain fragments of RNA, the adenovirus is made of pieces of DNA.

Based on her analysis, four of the 12 sites tested positive for the presence of the adenovirus: the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, Santa Ana and Tijuana river mouths. Of these four, only the Los Angeles river mouth also registered as having high fecal bacteria levels—the standard criteria for evaluating water quality, closing beaches and monitoring compliance with federal clean water laws.

Implications

Dr. Jiang’s work raises questions about whether current water-quality standards adequately protect human health. Some of her experiments, for example, have shown that indicator bacteria counts can be normal even when waters are contaminated with human viral pathogens.

“Our current bacterial indicators may not reflect the safety of water,” she said. “When the presence of the virus is uncorrelated with high bacterial levels, beaches are not closed, and people are potentially exposed to health risks.”

Collaborations

Dr. Jiang has worked with the Public Facilities and Resources Department in Orange County to test chronically polluted waters in the Aliso Creek watershed. She is also working with other University of California researchers on a project to study the impact of the Santa Ana River on beach pollution in Huntington Beach in Orange County. Their work may lead to an explanation of what caused a spate of beach closures in Huntington Beach in 1999 and 2000.

She currently has funding from the Water Environment Research Foundation to develop a rapid, more automated technique for monitoring human viruses in seawater samples. The new instrument will be able to count viral loads—an improvement over the current method, which only detects the absence or presence of the human adenovirus.

Cooperating Organizations

Southern California Coastal Water Research Project
California Sea Grant is a statewide, multiuniversity program of marine research, education, and outreach activities, administered by the University of California. Sea Grant-sponsored research contributes to the growing body of knowledge about our coastal and ocean resources and, consequently, to the solution of many marine-related problems facing our society. Through its Marine Extension Program, Sea Grant transfers information and technology developed in research efforts to a wide community of interested parties and actual users of marine information and technology, not only in California but throughout the nation. Sea Grant also supports a broad range of educational programs so that our coastal and ocean resources can be understood and used judiciously by this and future generations.

The national network of Sea Grant programs is a unique partnership of public and private sectors, combining research, education, and technology transfer for public service and dedicated to meeting the changing environmental and economic needs in our coastal, ocean, and Great Lakes regions.

This work is sponsored in part by a grant from the National Sea Grant College Program, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, under grant number NA06RG0142, Project number A/P-1. The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of NOAA or any of its sub-agencies. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute for governmental purposes.
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